PROGRAM SALES CLOSING DATES

May 1
Nursery

May 31
Banana APH
Papaya APH

Dec 31
Coffee APH
Coffee Trees
Mac Nut APH
Mac Trees
Banana Trees
Papaya Trees

Whole Farm Revenue Protection
Late Fiscal Filers: Nov 20
Early Fiscal/Calendar Year Filers: Mar 15

GET IN TOUCH

USDA RISK MANAGEMENT
AGENCY DAVIS
REGIONAL OFFICE
RSOCA@rma.usda.gov
(530) 792-5870

LOCATE AGENTS SERVING HAWAII
www.rma.usda.gov/tools/agent

HAWAII STATE FARM SERVICE
AGENCY OFFICE
154 Waianuenue Ave, Room 322
Hilo, Hawaii 96720-2452
(808) 933-8381

CONTACT AGRILogic CONSULTING
Hawaii@AgriLogic.com
(844) 221-5982
www.AgrilogicConsulting.com

What To Know About
AG RISK MANAGEMENT
THREE COMPONENTS OF RISK

1. FREQUENCY: How often will the event happen?

2. SEVERITY: How bad is the event going to be?

3. COST: How much is this bad event going to hurt your farm or ranch?

It is not a matter of IF an event will happen, it is a matter of WHEN.

WHAT IS CROP INSURANCE?

Crop insurance is a Federally supported and regulated risk management tool that producers can purchase to protect against the loss of crops due to natural disasters such as hail, drought, flood, wind, fire, insects, disease, and wildlife, or the loss of revenue due to a decline in price.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

The cost of crop insurance varies from each producer to the next. Producers can estimate premium and liability (guarantee) with the USDA Risk Management Agency's Cost Estimator Tool located on their website.

ewebapp.rma.usda.gov/apps/costestimator/
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